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I’ve known “Molly” (not her real name!) for almost thirty years! One of her 
first classes at Duke as a freshman) was my first class as a graduate instructor.  
We hit it off, and she ended up taking another class I taught (on the New 
Testament), as well as one for which I was a teaching assistant. An amazing 
young woman, she co-founded an all-female a capella group at Duke that still 
lives on. She has been an activist for women’s rights in the United States and 
around the world (including attending the World Conference on Women in 
Beijing in 1995). She has also been an avid outdoors-person and mountain 
climber on several continents; the Sierra Nevada mountains were her 
“backyard”. On top of all this, she had been brought up as an Episcopalian!

I’ve not only followed her career and other endeavors with interest, but 
we’ve remained close since she graduated from Duke. When her mother died 
some fifteen years ago, she and her sister asked me to preach at the funeral. And, 
when she finally met her husband-to-be a few years back, Susan and I went to 
southern California so I could solemnize the marriage. Being a parent was 
something she wanted very much, and I was pleased beyond measure when she 
finally became a “mom” — of two sons, “Jeff”, the first, and “Jay”—the second.

With all of that in mind, I was interested to read her Facebook update 
earlier this week:

It was a beautiful 4th of July in Mammoth with special friends and family. 
“Jeff” loves it up here, and so do I. And yet I hit a total wall. “Jay” is so 
huggable, so special, but at peak mama mode. The self-denial of the 
outdoor things I’ve loved doing all my life just undid me up here. My 
tank felt more empty than usual, and being somewhere like this made my 
whole spirit ache. Snuggles from ”Jay” and “Jeff” help, but just as often 
“Jay” grabs a fistful of my hair and rips it out or “Jeff” headbutts me. One 
adorable smile from “Jay” or happy chat with “Jeff” turns the inner 
conflict around. But it comes back. I feel so tired. I know they’re growing 
and we’ll get to do the things I’ve dreamed of doing together in the 
mountains. The potential is there for it to be great. Just right now, it’s hard 



and is taking it all out of me. At least the photos are from when it felt 
great.
 

As you might expect, there were a lot of supportive “Comments” and “Likes” 
from other moms (and a few dads).  And those comments simply made real what 
most of us who’ve been parents feel, that is: ”We wanted kids, we really did! But 
when will we get to do the other things we’ve always enjoyed?” 

In Appreciative Inquiry language, Molly and her husband have a 
“Preferred Future” for their family, but that doesn’t make the transition from 
their pre-children past to that future any easier. There are always going to be 
challenges when ushering in a new creation, a new unity out of diversity. That is 
the truth whether that “new creation” is a family, a religious group, or a country: 
What do we take with us? What do we leave behind? And, in some respects most 
significant, what are we willing to sacrifice to make it happen?

These questions of our diversity, and a subsequent new community/new 
unity, have plagued us as a species for as long as we can remember. Just a few 
weeks ago, on Pentecost, I recalled the story of the Tower of Babel . . . one of, at 
least, Judaism’s and Christianity’s earliest attempts to explain diversity. You’ll 
remember that the story: a project to “reach God” was foiled through the 
“creation” of multiple, mutually un-understandable languages. Since many 
people and cultures seemed to be believe that their “god” was theirs alone, this 
story, and the subsequent stories of the Israelites’ “election” through Abraham, 
and confirmed by the exodus story, served them well in their efforts to claim 
their distinctiveness. 

We find that “commonality” expressed in our psalm this morning. Echoed 
there is the whole exodus story, that is, the saving of Israelites through God’s 
mighty actions. Indeed, not only other nations, but the heavens and earth gave 
witness to the establishment of a common people. The assertion was that God 
certainly ruled ALL of the nations, but that Israel, God’s chosen people were 
singularly special — united by their common experience.

That experience, centuries later, then included exile in Babylon. The chosen 
people’s unfaithfulness, the biblical story indicates, resulted in their destruction 
as a people, and their subsequent exile in Babylon. In some significant ways, that 
exile also became a potential reconstitution for Israel, a way for the nation to re-
imagine and re-unite itself. There was a possibility for a new creation . . . still, to 
be sure, based on the laws of the Torah that had been so formative at the 



beginning, but also augmented by an experience of faithfulness that went 
beyond the temple worship that bound together the people of the psalmist’s 
generation. As we heard, the prophet Isaiah speaks of joy at the rebuilding of 
Jerusalem, that symbol of unity nourished by God. And there was hope that that 
new Jerusalem would be a “house of prayer for all people” (Is 56.7), a place—
symbolic or actual— where the world’s diversity might find a common home.

Yet, it appears that that hope was not to be realized. Global political 
ambitions intervened. Whether it was the attacks of Alexander the Great’s armies 
or the Roman legions, Jerusalem’s sovereignty fell prey to hungry political 
systems and economies. And God’s “chosen “— the hoped-for “light to all 
peoples” (Is 42.6) — hunkered down. Rather than reach out to, and include, the 
“other”, whether racial, ethnic or religious, serious and significant barriers were 
established to discourage a broader unity — such as ritual purity or sabbath 
observance or rules of kosher eating. 

Into that world came someone a bit different — think “born of a virgin”, or 
“born from God”— who challenged the established world-view. Jesus, our 
tradition tells us, came into a socio-political world that was unified, on the one 
hand, but quite diverse, on the other. His mission, as the New Testament 
suggests, was clearly aimed at that “unified” group, the Jewish people — a 
unified group that had to come to grips with the more significant diversity that 
surrounded it. Jesus relied on the deep threads of his tradition—including 
Isaiah’s prophecy—to push against the more isolationist tendencies of his people.  
I wouldn’t suggest that the mission of the seventy (or seventy-two, depending on 
translation) was all about changing cultural assumptions, but we might think of 
the “demons” that the disciples cast out, and “Satan falling from heaven” as an 
ideal for the constitution of a new people. That seemed to be the mission that 
Jesus gave his followers:  to get rid of, to exorcise, those isolationist demons that 
would prevent the new creation from taking place.

Such an effort was SO difficult to realize. Paul’s letter to the Galatians 
illustrates this well. Clearly a faction of Christians—those most loyal to their 
Jewish roots—wanted all converts to confirm to Jewish expectations. Paul 
understood things differently. God had broader criteria: all who lived by faith in 
Christ Jesus were welcomed into the new, unified, community. Following the 
technicalities of Jewish legal traditions was, at the most, secondary, if important 
at all.  



Paul clearly found it difficult to keep a group of diverse people bound 
together solely by their commitment to an ideal, that is, to Jesus Christ and his 
commandment to love one another without limits. The history of the last two 
thousand years has illustrated that: politics, ambition, racial and ethnic divides 
have plagued the Church’s efforts to be faithful to Jesus’ desires for an expansive 
unity. As I mentioned in my sermon last week (to the 7:45 crowd), we Christians 
have had a difficult time “keeping the main thing the main thing”; we have 
struggled to “stay on mission,” allowing other factors to get in the way of living 
out the gospel message. Our failure at this is suggested in our Collect of the Day, 
where we prayed for the grace of the Holy Spirit so that “we may be devoted to 
[God] with our whole heart, and united to one another with pure affection”. That 
prayer would be unnecessary if we found living into a “new creation” easy. Yet, 
as Paul told the Galatians, and us, that “new creation” of a people bound 
together solely by faith in Jesus  and love for one another is everything” (6.15)!

I’ve wondered, over the years, whether the proximity of this Collect (and 
associated lessons) with the 4th of July was intentional on the part of the editors 
of our American Prayer Book. “We the people”, too, struggle with making real 
the ideal outlined in the preamble to our Constitution: that is to “form a more 
perfect Union”. As a nation, no less than as a Church, we, historically, have been 
torn between the ideals of inclusion and our inclinations towards isolationism or 
separatism.  

Living into a “new creation”, whether it’s a national ideal, a religious ideal, 
or even that of bringing children into a family, is hard work. It means sacrificing 
personal wants and comforts for a greater good—sometimes for a short while, 
sometimes permanently. “Molly” recognized that when she wrote: “The potential 
is there for [my dream of being together in the mountains] to be great. Just right 
now, it’s hard and is taking it all out of me.” Jesus and his followers glimpsed the 
potential as they saw the “demons submitting to us”, even as Jesus was on his 
way to the cross. Paul knew that “keeping to the old ways”, while perhaps easier, 
was inconsistent with the ideal of all coming to know the riches of God's grace.

Yet realizing that ideal is the mission on which Jesus sends us, no 
differently than he sent the seventy. We are sent as sheep in the midst of wolves, 
yet we bid peace to every house.

Amen.


